Abstract. We obtain the electronic quadrupole and hexadecapole moments of the Ni II ground state to be -0.493 au and 0.204 au using relativistic configuration interaction methodology. These results are in good agreement with available experimental results. Apparently this is the first time an electronic hexadecapole moment has been calculated for an atom.
Introduction
Our long term goal has been to develop and apply the relativistic configuration interaction (RCI) method to obtain properties of complicated atoms and ions -specifically the transition metals and rare earths. One of the forefront issues is to identify and systematically and efficiently include the effect of the important triple and quadruple excitations. These can be computationally expensive to include at present, and in this work we propose an alternate of using shifts of diagonal matrix elements which is more efficient, with seemingly acceptable losses in accuracy.
Atomic moments are important in the area of precision optical frequency standards where interaction with external fields is important [1] , in the long range interactions between neutral atoms, and as a test of the accuracy of calculated wavefunctions . In 2010, we published results for the tensor and scalar polarizabilities of the Ni II ground state [2] . These calculations were undertaken as part of collaboration with the experimental group of Lundeen and co-workers at Colorado State University. Their work on Ni II quadrupole moments (QM) and polarizabilities has since been published [3] and our results are in good agreement with theirs. We note that our QM value at the time was conveyed to them privately prior to the measurements and it is now published here for the first time. The experimental value of hexadecapole moment (HM) is fairly uncertain [3] .
Very recently Woods and Lundeen have published a paper [4] on the "Effective-potential model for high-L Rydberg atoms" and here we evaluate the hexadecapole moment (HM) of the Ni II ground state from their [4] equation (15) and the QM from equation (14). Future work on Ni II now underway involves evaluation of other equations in that work [4] which require the production of additional [2] photo-ionization cross-sections.
RCI Methodology
In order to evaluate the HM, a new code that evaluates equation (15), in [4] , had to be added to our RCI program [5] . Additionally, we created a small analysis module that calculates individual (configurational and/or parental) contributions to the moment. This helps us to identify which correlation effects are most important, which allows improvements of the results as the calculations proceed. Apparently, this is the first calculation of any electronic atomic hexadecapole moment.
We begin as usual by selecting a reference function, 3d 9 2 D 5/2 here, whose radial functions are obtained from the Desclaux program [6] . Initially, correlation configurations (which are conveniently thought of non-relativistically) are created by making single and double excitations from the 3d, 3p and 3s subshells. Excitations from the inner subshells 1s, 2s, and 2p are likely to contribute very little to the QM and HM, as <r 2 > 3d =1. Unoccupied subshells in the reference function are represented by relativistic screened (effective charge Z*) hydrogenic functions (RSH). Z* is estimated by matching the average radius, <r>, of the DF subshell being replaced and adjusted to minimize the energy during the RCI energy variational process. For the unoccupied subshells, we use the label vl (vlj), where v stands for virtual, and l indicating the azimuthal quantum number of the major component. For tensors of rank 4 or lower, as we have here, the singles are cutoff for l greater than 6. For pair excitations, we use an l less than or equal to 4 cutoff. Two RSH are used for the larger energy configurational contributions. A third RSH was used for vd because of the importance of 3d  vd has for the moments.
To estimate the contribution of configuration (parent) to the energy, we may use intermediate normalization as follows: From RCI , where and is a reference function and is the correlation function. Define So From The last term on the right in equation 4 is the correlation energy, is a linear combination of many configurations. Of course this provides an estimate only, because the determination of the correlation coefficients involves higher order (e.g. triple, quadruple excitations such as pair-pair-interactions present in the RCI matrix) effects which don't directly contribute. Using first order perturbation theory (FOPT) to analyze the wavefunction, we may understand what correlation does for the reference functions, and for excitations like 3d  vd . In FOPT the coefficients are . For the 3dvd excitations the uncorrelated denominator is ~1.0 au. Usually for the important pair excitations it is in the range of 7 to 10 au. Here, correlation energy for the ground state is ~0.5 au. If 3dvd is not correlated equivalently to the ground state then there would be a reduction of 33% in c(3dvd) from the uncorrelated result. Clearly, some means of correlating 3d 8 vd must be found. For the pair excitations important to the moments the change is less than 1%.
Correlating 3d
8 vd The energetically important excitations included in the reference, in a descending order, are : Group-1 the double excitations 3d 2 8 vd for atomic moments. This method has been successfully employed in a more limited manner to f-values [8, 9 ] The value of this approach is twofold: first it reduces the computational problem greatly, as described. Second; unlike direct insertion of an additional correlation configuration it only affects the configuration being shifted (3d 8 vd) and not also the reference configuration (3d 9 ). For example, direct insertion of 3d vg for 3d 8 vd (which is of modest size) is 3d 2 vd vg for 3d 9 which could require that 3d 2 vd vg be inserted for 3d 8 vd, which yields 3d 6 vd 2 vg. This triple excitation (for 3d 9 ) may be deleted for 3d 8 vd as both of these are likely small. This cycle is computationally complete, but the discussion illustrates the complications arising from the insertion of new configurations in the presence of the multiple "references" [3d 9 , 3d 8 vd] Now we describe how these shifts are obtained for the remaining groups.
3d
8 vd Shifts for Group-1 This group provides a correlation energy of -0.2719 au to the ground state, Its contribution to 3d 8 vd is substantially less because there is one less 3d electron, and a lesser reduction because Pauli exclusion effects will reduce the large 3d 2 (N a , N b ) , where N a = 2* (2*l a +1), and the betas for E vv` (N a , N b ) are the statistical weights of each l, s coupled radial pair energy [10] . This can be quickly used to estimate that the 3p 3d pair excitations in 3d 8 vd are (8/9) of those in 3d 9 which yields -0.138 au for the shift of this group. However this doesn't include exclusion effects associated with 3p 3d  vd (vp +vf) which reduces the shift to -0.1269 au.
8 vd Shifts for group-5 Here we are dealing with the shifts for the double excitation 3p 2  vd 2 + vp 2 + vf 2 . Aside from exclusion effects, theory says this should be the same for 3p 6 3d 9 and 3p 6 3d 8 vd because only the 3p subshell is involved, and it is closed in both. Accounting for the 3p 2 3d 2 exclusion effect, the shift for this section is -.02997 au, quite close to the contribution for 3d 9 [-.0306 au].
Results
The final best 3d 8 vd shift is -0.3711 au. This has also been used for all the single excitations as well. In principle it should be adjusted for the others to reflect different exclusion effects (e.g. occupancy of vg in place of vd ), and different origins (the 3p subshell instead of 3d), but these single contributions are quite a bit smaller than that of 3d vd. We have also shifted the important pair excitations 3d 2 vd 2 and 3p 3d vp vd by as much as -0.45 au, which is our total correlation energy in 3d 9 . This is surely an overestimate, but the effect is quite small, on the order of .001 au for both moments.
The DF value in table 1 is computed with correlation absent. In the presence of correlation, the HM DF value is diluted to 0.268 au due to the reduction in the DF weight (100% to 94%) in the RCI wavefunction. Of the other 2 shifted (-0.45, -0.39 au ) values in the table, the former applies the full 3d 9 correlation to the single excitations, and the latter does not include the effects of the exclusion. The -0.3711 shift is our recommended value.
It will be noted that the un-shifted value for the QM agrees very well with the experimental value [3] , and, in fact it was this value that was conveyed to Lundeen group prior their value being available. Our best computed value to date is that for a shift of -0.37 au which is 4.0% smaller, seemingly a rather modest difference, While we don't advocate not shifting , we expect a more extensive calculation would more closely approach the experimental result, assuming the error estimate for that is correct. 
